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A B S T R A C T

We study the sedimentology, palaeontology and palaeomagnetism of the 500 m thick sedimentary sequence in the Gorna Sushitsa gorges in the Sandanski Basin (southwest Bulgaria), which is exceptionally rich in fossil mammals of Pikermian type. Magnetostratigraphy indicates that this sand was deposited within 2 myrs, between 8.5 Ma and 6.5 Ma (late Tortonian to early Messinian). Our investigations reveal that the Sandanski Basin infill represents two stacking synrift phases (Delcevo and Kalimantsi formations), with an intervening tectonic quiescence package (Sandanski Formation). Kalimantsi Formation deposition ends with the cessation of slip on basin-bounding faults at 6.9 Ma, probably caused by a switch from regional E-W to N–S extension between 7 and 6.5 Ma. High slip rates compared to hanging wall sedimentation rates induced the development of mega-breccia dominated substantial fault scars during the younger synrift phase (8.2 to 6.9 Ma). Tectonic changes are superimposed by several climatic changes. Moderately humid conditions prevail from 8.5–8.2 Ma, followed by a slightly dry period from 8.2 to 7.8 Ma. A second humid interval from 7.74–7.56 Ma, which may be responsible for the Maestrian transgression in the Eastern Paratethys lake, is followed by a significant trend in local and supra-regional aridization, indicated by the onset of orbital driven aeolian dust deposition at 7.42 Ma. Our new data expand the Northern Mediterranean Sahara-born dust record at the Tortonian-Messinian transition to at least 600 kyrs (7.42 to 6.85–6.8 Ma). Coeval with the onset of dust deposition we observed evolutionary changes in the large mammal record, leading to the classical Pikermian association dated to between 7.42 and 7.27 Ma. We interpret faunal changes at the Tortonian-Messinian transition in the Eastern Mediterranean as driven by global cooling and mid-latitudinal desertification.

1. Introduction

The Sandanski Basin in SW Bulgaria is a half-graben structure situated in the northwestern part of the extensional South Rhodope core complex (SRC) of the southern Balkan Peninsula (Burchfiel et al., 2003; Zagorchev, 2007). The SRC is linked to the Cenozoic back-arc extension in the Aegean (Zagorchev, 1992; Dinter, 1998; Burchfiel et al., 2000; Kounov et al., 2015), and its extension is accommodated by the Paleogene Kerdillion and Mesta detachments and the Miocene Strymon-Gorno Spanchevo detachment (Kounov et al., 2016). The Sandanski basin develops in the hanging walls of the Strymon-Gorno Spanchevo detachment and the West Pirin Fault (Fig. 1; Zagorchev, 1992; Westaway, 2006).

First fossil mammals from the Sandanski Basin have been found near Kalimantsi and Kromidovo in the southern part of the Basin. Announced by Drenovski (1932) and described by Bakalov (1933, 1934a, 1934b, 1939, 1953), both localities represent the first ‘Pikermian-type’ assemblages known from Bulgaria. With the intensification of fieldwork the number of localities steadily increased to six (Bakalov and Nikolov, 1962), 15 (Nikolov, 1985) and 24 (Tzankov et al., 2005), presenting the
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Fig. 1. a) Topographic and bathymetric overview map of the Aegean and Black Sea region. b) Topographic map of southwest Bulgaria highlighting the sedimentary fill of Sandanski and surrounding basins (according to Zagorchev and Dinkova, 1990, modified after Stübner et al., 2016; Paleogene, orange; Neogene, yellow; Quaternary, buff). The white box represent the work area and the black star the city of Sandanski. Abbreviations are M, Melnik fault; GS, Gorno Spanchevo fault; WP, West Pirin fault. The dashed red line represent the distribution of the “Ilindentsi Member” (see text for explanation). c) Lithostratigraphic subdivision and chronostatigraphic correlation of Neogene deposits of the Sandanski Basin according to different authors (yellow highlights the stratigraphy covered in this study). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Sandanski Basin as one of the most appropriate places to study late Miocene mammalian evolution in the circum-Mediterranean.

According to Kostopolous (2009) large mammal assemblages from the Balkans remain relatively distinct from their Anatolian counterparts of the so-called sub-Paratethyan bioprovince during most of the late Miocene. However, during the short period of the middle Turolian the Balkan became part of the sub-Paratethyan bioprovince, referred to him as the Pikermian Large Mammal Event. Kostopolous (2009) relates this renewal of the large mammal fauna and the subsequent decline in faunal similarity to overall climatic changes and physio-geographic factors, namely the opening and intermission of the Aegean Sea. Spassov et al. (2012) and Böhme et al. (2017) have shown that the Pikermian faunas from the Balkan area are punctuated by an additional turnover event at the Tortonian-Messinian boundary, separating the Pikermian Event and its possible significance, because the thickness of the basin sediments has been estimated to >1600 m (Kojumdjigieva et al., 1982; Zagorchev, 1992). These exceptionally thick deposits provide excellent outcrop conditions in deeply eroded gullies. However, the exact chronology of these sediments and their containing fauna remains elusive, varying according different authors between 15 and 0.5 Ma (Fig. 1). Since better age control is crucial for understanding the timing of crustal extension and basin formation, as well as for constraining the evolution of fauna, landscape and climate, we study the geology, sedimentology and magnetostratigraphy of the Gorna Sushitsa gorge (Fig. 2). With 500 m stratigraphic thickness, the Gorna Sushitsa gorge (near the village of Gorna Sushitsa) represents one of the longest, most continuously exposed outcrop records of the Sandanski Basin and the Balkan Peninsula in general. This type of long continental record has the potential to provide important age constraints for palaeoenvironmental and faunal evolution. Here, we aim to clarify the stratigraphy of the younger basin infill and to understand the role of tectonics and climate on depositional environments. We provide a robust, independent age model for stratigraphic units and the fossil mammal faunas and discuss our results in the wider regional context within the Mediterranean and Paratethyan realm. With our new data, we further evaluate the chronology and possible driving mechanisms of the Pikermian Event and its possible significance for early hominin evolution.

2. Geological background

For the northern SRCG, Stübben et al. (2016) suggest three stages of Cenozoic NE-SW extension. 1) Eocene/Oligocene (>28 Ma) extension accommodated by the Mesta detachment with syn-extensional intrusion of granitic plutons and formation of the Palaeogene Mesta half-graben; 2) early to middle Miocene (18–15 Ma) rapid extension along the Gorno Spanchevo-Strymon low-angle detachment without syn-extensional basin formation, and 3) activation of the steeply dipping West Pirin and Melnik faults during the Late Miocene (10–7 Ma), leading to the formation of the Sandanski half-graben and to significant uplift and erosion of the metamorphic footwall (Pirin mountains). Erosional exhumation during this stage is calculated to be ≥2.5 km in the northern and central Pirin.

The basic lithostratigraphy of the Sandanski half-graben was introduced by Kojumdjigieva et al. (1982) and supplemented by Nedialkov et al. (1986). These authors subdivide the generally E to NE dipping Neogene sediments into four formations, including six members (Fig. 1c). The basal Delcevo Formation represents weakly cemented conglomerates, sandstones and siltstones of dominantly red colour, with grey and green interbeds (Kojumdjigieva et al., 1982). The Katuntsi Formation consists of red conglomerates and breccia-conglomerates, interpreted as a proluvial facies proximal to the alluvial Delcevo Formation (Nedialkov et al., 1986). The overlying Sandanski Formation is defined as an irregular alternation of partly carbonate-cemented, relatively well sorted medium- to fine-grained conglomerates, sandstones, siltstones and rarely clay and coal, where green and grey-green colours dominate the fine fraction and whitish to yellowish colours the coarse fractions. The Kalimantsi Formation consists of poorly sorted, massive conglomerates and breccia-conglomerates, interpreted as a proluvial facies proximal to the alluvial Sandanski Formation (Kojumdjigieva et al., 1982). According to Kojumdjigieva et al. (1982) the Sandanski and Kalimantsi formations include two fining-upward cycles (introduced as ‘lower member’ and ‘upper member’, respectively) and both members of the Kalimantsi Formation are separated by a ‘red bed unit’ (10–15 m, up to 200 m) of reddish unsorted silty sandstones and siltstones with fine-pebble conglomerates. Furthermore, Nedialkov et al. (1986) introduce the Ildentsi Member at the base of the Kalimantsi Formation. This member (with inferred thickness of 50–70 m) represents a well-cemented monomictic marble-breccia (coarse and huge blocks up to tens of meters in size), which grade laterally into olistolithic breccias (with marble, amphibolite, gneiss). This member is distributed only in the northern part of the basin (near the villages Ildentsi and Ploski) along a 5 km long strip (red dashed line in Fig. 1b). The marble derives from the Dobrostan Formation from the adjacent foothills of the West Pirin Fault (Zagorchev, 2007). In contrast to the lithostratigraphic subdivision of Kojumdjigieva et al. (1982) and Nedialkov et al. (1986), later authors (e.g. Zagorchev and Dinkova, 1996; Zagorchev, 2001) suppose a superposition of the Sandanski Formation by the Kalimantsi Formation, instead of their lateral equivalence.

There is no active slip on the West Pirin and Gorno Spanchevo Fault (Zagorchev, 1992; Westaway, 2006). After Zagorchev (1992), both faults are sealed in places with westward dipping Early Pleistocene sediments. Digital topographic analysis of river channel profiles of Stübben et al. (2016) revealed no Pleistocene slip on the West Pirin Fault, but possible Quaternary activation of the Melnik Fault.

3. Material and methods

3.1. Study area

For a study area we selected the Gorna Sushitsa gorge, 9 km East of Sandanski and 3 km North of Melnik. This gorge provides accessible outcrop conditions of the upper 500 m of basin infill, and it inclines the Melnik Fault, the most prominent tectonic feature of the basin. Furthermore, outcropping sediments are rich in fossil vertebrates. We studied the sedimentary succession exposed in six sub-sections (A-F). Two sub-sections (A and E) are in the hanging wall of the Melnik Fault and four sub-sections (B, D, F) are in its footwall (Fig. 2).

3.2. Palaeomagnetism

Over the course of multiple fieldworks, a total of 141 levels were sampled in the field using a battery-powered drill, taking multiple oriented, standard palaeomagnetic samples per investigated horizon. This gives an average sampling resolution of around one sample every 3–3.5 m. Samples were taken from the finest grained sediments available at regularly spaced intervals.

All palaeomagnetic analyses were conducted at the Palaeomagnetic Laboratory “Fort Hooffddijk” at Utrecht University, The Netherlands. Magnetic susceptibility measurements were performed on an AGICO MultiFunction Kappabridge (MKF) 1-FA at room temperature. To determine the thermal behavior of the magnetic carriers, thermomagnetic measurements were performed on a representative number of samples
in air on a modified horizontal translation type Curie balance (noise level $5 \times 10^{-9}$ Am$^2$) (Mullender et al., 1993). Following this, a total of 113 specimens were stepwise thermally demagnetized in a magnetically shielded, laboratory-built, furnace, using temperature increments of 20–60°C with successively smaller steps at higher temperatures. The maximum temperature reached for demagnetization was 640°C, although the majority of samples were already completely demagnetized at 580°C. After each thermal treatment, the remanent magnetization was measured on a horizontal 2G Enterprises DC SQUID cryogenic magnetometer (noise level $3 \times 10^{-12}$ Am$^2$). All directional interpretations and statistical analysis of the palaeomagnetic results were performed using the Paleomagnetism.org interpretation portal (Koymans et al., 2016).

In an earlier stage of the laboratory process, separate samples were demagnetized using alternating field demagnetization. This was performed on an in-house built robotized sample handler controller attached to a horizontal 2G Enterprises DC SQUID cryogenic magnetometer (Mullender et al., 2016). Results from these experiments are not presented, as they did not provide the same analytical quality as the thermal experiments.

### 3.3. Grain-size analysis

To determine the contribution of aeolian dust to palaeosols from grain-size spectra, we collected 34 sediment samples from the Orange Interval (sub-section C) at a stratigraphic resolution of 2 to 3 m. Particle size distributions were determined with a Laser Particle Sizer (Mastersizer 2000, Malvern Instruments, University of Tübingen) using Sodiumpyrophosphate ($Na_4P_2O_7 \cdot 10H_2O$) as a dispersant. Pre-treatment of samples (including decalcification) was performed according to Konert and Vandenberghe, 1997. The 34 grain-size spectra were subject to end-member analysis (Weltje and Prins, 2007; Dietze and Dietze, 2013) to identify sedimentologically distinct components (end members) that explain most of the variance in all measured grain-size spectra. As described in more detail in Böhme et al. (2017), we use EMMAgeo (Dietze and Dietze, 2013) to obtain a first model of robust end-member factor loadings (grain-size distribution). Endmembers found that way are usually not characterized by a unimodal grain-size spectrum, but have subordinate modes overlapping with the main mode of another end member. Therefore, to obtain distinct components, we select the main modes, approximated by a log-normal distribution (Supplementary Data 1).

### 3.4. Fossil fauna

The small mammals (GB levels in sub-section A; Fig. 3), plant and ichnological fossils described in this publication are stored in the Palaeontological Collection of Tübingen University (acronym GPIT). Large
Fig. 3. a) View into the Gorna Sushitsa gorge towards NW showing the NNW-SSE trending Melnik fault (dip 35°) and the footwall sedimentary succession (dip 10–8°) of Bluish-, Transition-, and Orange Intervals. b)-g) Images for Gorna Sushitsa sections A and E. 

b) Lobe of syntectonic megabreccia in the footwall of the Melnik fault (2.5 km ENE of Melnik). 
c) Massive megabreccia in the hanging wall of the Melnik fault (850 m SSW of Gorna Sushitsa).
d) Lignite horizon from the base of section A (hammer for scale). 
e) View of the upper part of section A with well-developed yellow-green-to-red palaeosols and cobble size conglomerates. The uppermost 11 m represent an erosional package of block-sized breccias. 
f) Detail view on yellow-green-to-red palaeosol (stratigraphic level 56 to 65) with floating cobble in the yellow C-horizon. 
g) Ash layer (2 cm thick) from section A at stratigraphic level 18.3. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 4. Composite log for Gorna Sushitsa sections B, C, D and F. a) Overview photo of upper part of Gorna Sushitsa sub-section F (Gorna Sushitsa village is to the right), showing the coarse fanglomerates and the stratigraphic highest reddish intervals. b) Lowermost reddish horizon at stratigraphic level 60 m with transition to course fanglomerates (notebook for scale). c) Alternation of boulder-size fanglomerates between stratigraphic levels 60 to 70 m. d) Alternation of reddish and whitish horizons between stratigraphic levels 90 to 100 m. e) Stratigraphic highest nodular groundwater calcrites at stratigraphic level 55 m. f) Skull of a bovid within bone accumulation GS 2 at stratigraphic level 5 m. g) Alternation of thin granule-to-pebble sized fanglomerates (black arrows), bone accumulations (white arrow) and the stratigraphically highest conglomerate (red arrow) between stratigraphic levels 2 to 13 m. h) Solitary bee cell ichnofossil Celliforma from stratigraphic level – 9.5 m. i) Bluish siltly fine-sands in alternation with conglomerates and a steep NE dipping fault (‘big fault’, offset – 4 m) at stratigraphic level – 34 m. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
mammals from GS levels (in sub-section C; Fig. 4), not described here, are deposited in the National Museum of Natural History (Sofia).

4. Results

4.1. Section description

The most characteristic geologic feature of the Gorna Sushitsa gorge is the appearance of a mega-breccia (Fig. 3a-c), which outcrops as a massive unit in a 500 m wide NNW–SSE trending strip. It is observable in over 50 m high cliffs south-eastwards of Melnik (Fig. 2). This unit appears as a chaotic assemblage of clast-supported, highly weathered angular and rounded granite boulders and blocks (Fig. 3c), reaching up to 2.5 m (a single case of 4 m) in size. The matrix is composed of brownish fine sand. We identify the mega-breccia as the hanging-wall sedimentation along a moderately dipping (35°) fault (Fig. 3a). Similar geologic structures north and northeast of Melnik associate this breccia with the Melnik Fault (Vrablianski, 1969), which we traced in the field over 7 km. As already observed by Kojumdjieva et al. (1982, pp. 74) individual lobes of the mega-breccia can be observed up to 2 km south of the fault, but also on its footwall, where they interfere with bedded deposits (Fig. 3b).

The 98 m thick section A shows in its lower 30 m predominantly silty and fine-sandy lithologies of greenish, bluish, to greyish colours, including a 2 m thick lignitic horizon near its base (Fig. 3d). The top 30 cm of this horizon contain, in a silt-clay matrix, well-preserved plant remains (Cyperaceae, Nympheaceae) indicating shallow-lacustrine and marsh conditions. Two white ash layers, 0.5 and 2 cm thick are found in fine laminated bluish silts between 18 and 18.5 m (Fig. 3g). All fine clastic sediments have a varying proportion of clay and fine sand and show regularly spaced (~0.5 m) thin layers of coarse sand or fine gravel. We found three vertebrate fossil layers (GB 1–3) directly above the ash layers. The middle part of section A (30–80 m) is characterized by well-rounded coarse gravel horizons of granitic composition showing erosional bases, alternating with up to 2 m thick fine grained deposits (Fig. 3e). These deposits are usually tripartite by pedogenic overprint (Fig. 3f). The lower 0.8 m are yellowish sands containing fine-gravels, followed by 0.7 m greenish-yellowish mottled fine sand and 0.5 m of reddish clayey silt. Steeplly dipping erratic calcite veins crosscut both upper soil horizons. Three thin (0.5 to 2 cm) white ash layers are found between stratigraphic meter 50 and 52. The upper part of section A shows a channelized erosional unconformity. The loosely consolidated channel fill represents chaotic conglomerates and breccias and consists of two fining upward cycles. The clasts of the lower cycle (11 m thick) range from boulder to coarse cobble size (0.5 to 0.2 m), whereas the upper cycle (> 7 m thick) starts with angular blocks of up to 1.5 m size. Sediments of section A dip 8° to 10° towards northeast (Fig. 3c).

Section E is 94 m thick and characterized by well-rounded component or matrix supported conglomerates in the size of coarse cobbles (0.2–0.25 m). Between stratigraphic meters 36–40, 46–48, and 65–76, boulder-sized (up to 1.2 m) conglomerates and breccias appear. Conglomerate packages alternate with silty fine sands of yellowish to reddish colours, with most intense red chroma between stratigraphic meters 53 and 64. Finer sediments commonly contain granule to pebble-size interlayers, which are frequently carbonate cemented.

In the footwall of the Melnik Fault, we measured a 292 m thick composite section (sub-sections B-D, F; base of sub-section C is stratigraphic level 0 m). Based on the predominant colour of fine-grained sediments we subdivided the section into five intervals (Fig. 4): Greyish Interval (between stratigraphic meters –92 and –58), Bluish Interval (between stratigraphic meters –58 and –26), Transitional Interval (between stratigraphic meters –26 and –13), Orange Interval (between stratigraphic meters –13 and 58), and Reddish Coarse Fanglomeratic Interval (between stratigraphic meters 58 and 200).

The Greyish Interval is characterized by grey to greyish-brown mottled fine sands in alternation with poorly to unsorted debris of sub-angular to rounded cobbles to boulders (0.2 to 0.3 m). Occasional blocks of 1.5 m diameter occur (stratigraphic meter –68).

The Bluish Interval is characterized by blue-grey to grey, rarely mottled fine and middle sands, which are intercalated between unsorted debris of sub-angular to rounded cobbles to boulders (lower part up to stratigraphic meter –47) and well-rounded cobble-size conglomerates (upper part). Several thin (2 cm) brown clay horizons appear at stratigraphic meter –32, below which we found the insect ichnogenus Celliforma. We also observed two steeply (80°) NE-dipping normal faults, with maximum offset of 4 m (‘big fault’, Fig. 4i).

The Transitional Interval is characterized by blue-grey-red/orange mottled medium to fine sand. The coarse fraction consists of cobble-size rounded conglomerates or/and boulder-size (0.4 m) sub-angular and poorly sorted breccia-conglomerates with an erosional base.

The Orange Interval typifies yellowish-redish (orange; rarely greenish-grey) fine sand (litharenite) and the near lack of conglomerates (except at stratigraphic meters 12 and 34 to 37). Instead, very angular fanglomerates of granitic and amphibolitic petrology (no carbonates) appear. In its lower part (stratigraphic meters –13 to 48) fanglomerates are of cobble size and appear in widely spaced thin beds of 0.3 to 1.5 m thickness (Fig. 4g). In the upper part of the orange interval (stratigraphic meters 48 to 58) fanglomerates are of boulder size (up to 0.4 m) with thicker beds. Single cobble to boulder-sized floating stones are common in the litharenites, as well as the ichnofossil Celliforma (Fig. 4f). Vertical cylindrical burrows (cf. Planolites) are rarely observed. Pedogenic carbonate content is present in places, but generally low. Instead, 2 cm size nodular carbonate cemented litharenites, interpreted as groundwater calcretes (Fig. 4e), are common in some horizons (highest at stratigraphic meter 55). However, the most conspicuous feature of the orange interval are regularly occurring mammal bone accumulations (Fig. 4f). We identify 16 localities (GS 1–16), belonging to 11 bone layers (Fig. 4). The dip of the sediments of the Orange Interval is 9° towards NE.

The Reddish Coarse Fanglomeratic Interval is further characterized by an increase in fanglomerate particle size (boulders, blocks up to 2.5 m size; Fig. 4e) and density (above stratigraphic meter 110 individual horizons are hardly distinguishable; Fig. 4a). Furthermore, reddish intervals of silty sand contrast with grey litharenites (Fig. 4b, d). Between stratigraphic meters 90 and 102 reddish intervals dominate and alternate with few whitish to bright-yellowish horizons (Fig. 4d). We observe the stratigraphic highest reddish horizon at stratigraphic meter 190 m (Fig. 4a). Bad outcrop conditions above sub-section F (> 775 m a.s.l.; vegetated and/or inaccessible steep walls) obscured detailed observations. Nevertheless, we found decreasing particle size towards the hanging-wall cutoff line of the Gorno Spanchevo Fault at 915 m a.s.l., implying that sub-section F lacks the top 140 m of deposits. The NE-ward dip of the sediments is 5° at stratigraphic meter 100 and apparently zero above 160 m.

According to the lithostratigraphic subdivision of Kojumdjieva et al. (1982), the lower part of sub-section A corresponds to the Sandanski Formation. The base of the Kalimantsi Formation can be traced with the first coarse conglomerates at stratigraphic meter 30 in sub-section A. The ‘red bed unit’ corresponds to the Orange and lower Reddish Coarse Fanglomeratic Intervals of sub-sections C, D and F.

4.2. Fossil fauna

Along the Gorna Sushitsa gorge, we identify 14 levels of vertebrate accumulations. The first note on fossil mammals from Gorna Sushitsa gorge was given by Bakalov and Nikolov (1962), but the exact stratigraphic positions of their findings are unknown. Field surveys organized by the National Museum of Natural History in Sofia between 2004 and 2014 identified 16 vertebrate bearing spots (named in order of their discovery GS 1 to GS 16), belonging to 11 stratigraphic levels of
sub-section C (GS 5 and GS 6 crop out in the village Gorna Sushitsa and can not yet be correlated to stratigraphy). In the footwall of the Melnik Fault only the Orange Interval bears fossil bones, the stratigraphically youngest GS 16 is situated at the base of the lowest reddish horizon. The bones appear in mass-accumulations and are dominated by dis-articulated large mammal remains. Bones of reptiles and birds are very rare, whereas small mammals and amphibians are lacking.

From the hanging wall of the Melnik Fault, in sub-section A, we found three bone layers (GB 1 to GB 3) in bluish silts within 6 m above the ash layer. In contrast to the GS levels there is no mass accumulation. Instead, large mammal fossils appear preferentially articulated (e.g. limbs bitten by carnivors), and well-preserved small mammals have been found, indicating different taphonomy at both sides of the fault.

4.3. Biochronology

The most diverse fauna from the three GB levels is GB 1, revealing five taxa (the glass lizard Ophisaurus sp. and the mammals Prolagus sp.,? Stylocricetus sp., Rodentia indet., Protomamochoerus sp.). The said Protomamochoerus, represented by both hind legs and a lower jaw, belongs to the European late Vallesian-To-Ularian form known from relatively few localities only (van der Made et al., 1999), which are mostly poorly constrained in age (Geraads et al., 2008). However, the latter authors assume that most findings from the Balkans and Turkey belong to the early Turolian.

In GB 1, only few but relatively well-preserved specimens of the pika Prolagus are available. Among them, two mandibles show strong size differences, including what concerns the bony part of the mandible (maximum high of the horizontal ramus respectively 8.53 and 5.97 mm), as well as the incisors (width respectively 1.97 and 1.46 mm). Significant differences in tooth size and morphology often reflect the intraspecific or intra-population variability (e.g. López-Martínez, 1989; Angelone and Čermák, 2015). This variability significantly complicates the taxonomic study of reduced fossil samples. This is the case in GB 1. The larger jaw (GPIT/MA/12763 with p3-m1; Fig. 5a and d1) fits metrically with the larger continental Prolagus species (p3: 2 × 2.12 mm), like P. michauxi (already mentioned in the Pliocene of Bulgaria, Thomas et al., 1986; but Angelone (2007) questions the presence of the species in eastern Europe), or P. sorbinii present in the late Turolian of northern Italy and Greece. Angelone and Čermák (2015) have indeed roughly assigned the latest Miocene southernmost Balkan populations to the P. sorbinii group. The morphology of the Gorna Sushitsa p3 clearly differs from this species and from the latest Turolian premolars from Greece (Maramena, P. cf. sorbinii;le Brujin, 1995; Silata and Kessani, P. michauxi/Vasileiadou et al., 2003, 2012). Although larger, the p3 from GB 1 recalls in some traits corresponding teeth from Chomateri (such as P. crusafonti in Lőpez-Martínez, 1976). Interestingly, the middle Turolian Greek population is characterized by high variability in both size and morphology, some p3 are very small also lacking the crocet, recalling thus the tooth of the small mandible from Bulgaria (GPIT/MA/12764 with p3-m2; Fig. 5b and d2). This specimen belongs to a very young individual and the length of the p/3 provided herein (1.28 × 1.61 mm) most probably underestimates the maximum length of the tooth in a later wear stadium. Both mandibles belong to the same species, as well as a fragmentary maxillary (GPIT/MA/12765, Fig. 5c). It lacks unfortunately the P2 but it is relatively large (P3: 1.81 × 2.92 mm) and conserves a round and small premolar foramen lingual to the mesial hypocipe of the P4 which is very different from P. sorbinii and P. michauxi. Angelone et al. (2014) and Angelone and Čermák (2015) demonstrated the existence of longitudinal gradient in some important morphologic traits in p3, as well as a marked geographic endemism in Europe during the middle and/or late Miocene. The species from GB 1 cannot be clearly included in the Turolian lineage P. pannonicus-P. latifrons from Hungary. The early Turolian species from Kohfidisch cannot be compared, because some important morphologic details are not shown in Bachmayer and Wilson (1970). Similarly, the Turolian species discovered in Ukraine have not been described in details (Čermák et al., 2012). Although sharing some common characteristics, the Bulgarian fossils cannot be assigned with certainty to the middle Turolian Prolagus from Moldova (P. cf. oeningenensis from Rezani in Delinski, 2014; assignment doubtful for Angelone and Čermák, 2015). As a result, the species from GB 1, possibly new, has to stay in open nomenclature.

A single cricetid mandible preserves the m1 and m2 (GPIT/MA/12766, Fig. 5e). Although this fossil lacks some important morphologic characteristics, the form and division of the anterocinid of the first molar, the lack of mesolophids and the size of the teeth (m1: 2.22 × 1.26 mm; m2: 1.84 × .144 mm) allow to restrict the comparison to five late Miocene genera. The crown-height is lower than in Hypsocricetus. The metalophid and hypolophid are clearly less oblique than in most Allocricetus molars. Pseudocricetus and Aporicrus differ, after Kälin (1999), only in minor details. The species of Aporicrus belong to a single lineage (A. aff. plinii-A. angustens; Ruiz-Sánchez et al., 2014) and none of them show a structure of the anterocinid similar to GB 1. In contrast, it fits with Pseudocricetus and the size of the teeth fall in the range of P. kormosi and the uppermost size of P. orientaieuropea (see Sinita, 2010 for comparison). The anterior part of the symphysis ends at about the level of the alveolar process in GB 1, while it ends somewhat deeper in the Pseudocricetus mandibles figured by Topachevski and Skorik (1992). This characteristic fits better with Stylocricetus, as well as the relatively strong and labially displaced ectostylics that enlarge the posterior parts of the molars, especially the m1. In contrast, the teeth from GB 1 are a bit larger than S. meoticus, the only species known to date. Based on the mandible only, any taxonomic assignment remains hazardous, and the fossil is referred to as? Stylocricetus sp. One edentulous mandible indicates the presence of a second rodent in the locality.

Stylocricetus is so far known only from the late Miocene of the Ukraine: Stylocricetus sp. from Mikhailovka 1 + 2, and Palievo (Nesin and Nadachowski, 2001; Sinita, 2012), and S. meoticus from Cherevchino 3, Protopopovka, and Novoelizavetovka 3 (Topachevski and Skorik, 1992). The oldest locality is Mikhailovka 1 at the Bessarabian-Khersonian boundary, the youngest may be Cherevchino 3, the bone layer of which is situated 19 m above an erosional unconformity to marine Khersonian sediments and shows a normal magnetic polarity, which is correlated by Vangengeim and Tesakov (2008) to chron C4n. Therefore, the genus Stylocricetus may broadly occupy an age range between ~9 and ~8 Ma in the Ukraine, which represents the biochronologic frame provided by the GB 1 mammals.

The large mammal faunas from sub-section C (GS levels) are currently under study. Preliminary taxonomic results indicate, that faunal levels Gs3, 7, 9 up to GS16 (between stratigraphic meters 20 to 60) appear rather homogenous from a biochronological point of view, and their species composition are close to the fauna of the classical Pikermi levels (e.g. with Tragopterus ambalthea and the Pikermi evolutionary stage of Mesopithecus pentelicus). The classical levels of Pikermi date between 7.33 and 7.29 Ma (Böhme et al., 2017). By contrast, the three lower levels GS2, GS12, GS13 (between stratigraphic meters ~4 to 6) can be biochronologically discriminated from the younger levels, mainly by more primitive (compared to Pikermi) evolutionary stages of both carnivores Adrockuta exima and Paramachaerodus orientalis found in level GS2 (Spassov et al., 2017).

4.4. Demagnetization and rock magnetic properties

The thermomagnetic experiments show consistent behavior between samples (Fig. 6). In all cases, samples are completely demagnetized at around 580°C, the Curie temperature of magnetite. Chemical alteration (physical removal of magnetic minerals) is suggested from a temperature of 150°C onwards, indicated by reversible behavior transitioning to non-reversible behavior. In general, the thermal properties
are consistent with (detrital) magnetite as the main magnetic carrier.

Thermal demagnetization behavior reflects the observations during the thermomagnetic runs. Most samples show a continuous decrease in intensity up to a maximum temperature of 580°C - 620°C (Fig. 7). During demagnetization, either one, two or three different directional components may be present. A first low temperature (LT) component, if present, is limited to temperatures up to 180°C - 300°C and tends to have normal directions only, which can be interpreted as an overprint of the present-day magnetic field (Fig. 7a). At higher temperatures, a high temperature (HT) component displays both normal and reverse polarities (Fig. 7a,b), which we interpret as the Characteristic Remanent Magnetization (ChRM). Grouping all normal and reverse samples, and running a 45° cut-off, results in two well-defined antipodal mean directions (Fig. 7c). These two mean directions pass the reversal test of McFadden and McElhinny (1988) with a classification B ($\gamma = 4.42, \gamma_c = 7.84$). The mean declination of these two directions (359.5° and 180.5° respectively) after removal of the bedding tilt indicates no significant vertical axis rotation has affected the studied record after deposition (see Supplementary Data 2 for all directions).

In a rare case, three unique magnetic directions are observed within the same sample (Fig. 7d,e,f). In this case, in the temperature range 350-480°C a medium temperature (MT) component is present with an antipodal direction compared to the HT direction (Fig. 7d,e). This additional component is clearly apparent in both the vector difference sums and the unblocking spectrum (Fig. 7f). We relate this kind of behavior to delayed acquisition close to a polarity reversal, where the reverse directional component represents the later polarity.

4.5. Magnetic polarity pattern

The three sections at Gorna Sushitsa provide a clear magnetostratigraphy (Fig. 8). The lower half of Section A (46 m) has reverse polarity, except for a single normal polarity sample at 18 m. Above Section A, there is 34 m of normal polarity. Section E has a lowermost 27 m with predominantly normal polarity in which the lowermost 3 m has uncertain polarity. Above the normal, the section has reverse polarity, except for a single sample at 35 m.

Sections B,C,F have a lower 92 m with normal polarity. In this magnetozone, two samples have clear reverse polarity (at −36 m and −14 m). The higher part of the section is dominated by reverse polarities, with a short normal zone at 70-77 m and a slightly longer normal zone of minimum 20 m above stratigraphic level 91 m.
reversal at the top of this uppermost normal is not present in a continuously sampled section. At the jump from sub-section C to F, a switch of polarity occurs, indicating a small sampling gap may have remained between the two sub-sections. Correlation along strike across the 100% exposed cliff-face between the two sub-sections indicates this gap may be very minor.

4.6. Grain-size data

Fine-clastic sediments of the Orange Interval have fine- to medium-size silt content (4–31 μm) between 12 and 40% (Fig. 9c). Between stratigraphic meter 5–40 in sub-section C, the silt content fluctuates strongly (by up to 25%). We observed the highest silt content (35–40%) during this interval at stratigraphic meters 13, 25, and 33, and lowest values (< 15%) at stratigraphic meters 5, 29, and 37.

From end-member analysis, we identified three robust end-members (EM), whose dominant modes are summarized in Table 1. A linear model based on the three modes explains 83.4% of the total variance in all 34 grain-size spectra (Supplementary Data 1). The medium-silt contribution (EM1, dominant mode 16.7 μm) dominates 11 samples (Fig. 9a) and is characterized by a relatively broad grain-size distribution (EM1gs in Fig. 9b). This distribution comprises the two aeolian end-members from the Pikermi Formation (EM1p and EM2p in Fig. 9b) studied in Böhme et al. (2017).

5. Discussion

5.1. Correlation to the Global Polarity Timescale

Given the age constraints of the Turolian mammal fauna, a straightforward magnetostratigraphic correlation can be made to the Global Polarity Timescale (GPTS 2012). The GS faunal levels in sub-section C between stratigraphic meters 20 to 60 point to around 7.3 Ma. Sections B, C, D, F provide a (near-) continuous record from chron C4n.2n to chron C3Ar, representing the time period of ~7.8 Ma to ~7.0 Ma (Fig. 10). The exact age of the base of this part of the section is unclear, especially because of the presence of the two faults at ~40 m and ~34 m. The two normal zones between 70 m and 110 m are correlated to chrons C3Br.1n and C3Bn. This implies that the Tortonian-Messinian boundary (7.246 Ma), in the lower part of the reverse chron C3Br.1r, is located at 78 m in sub-section C. The predominance of fine-grained sediment, particularly in this upper part of the section, supports our notion that the average sedimentation rate may have been relatively stable over a longer period.

Fig. 6. Typical thermomagnetic behaviour of samples from the studied section. Experiments were carried out by raising temperature to increasingly higher temperatures (red line) up to a maximum temperature of 700 °C. Cooling back to room temperature in blue. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Older correlations of the top reverse to chron C3Br.3r or C4n.1r cannot fully be excluded, although this is not favored because of the short duration of these chron. A younger correlation would imply a significant gap to the underlying Section A, which is also not preferred. Our preferred correlation represents the time interval between ~7.7 Ma and ~7.35 Ma and means that sub-section E should be the time equivalent of the lower to middle part of sub-sections B,C,D,F.

5.2. Implications for lithostratigraphy

In the hanging wall of the Melnik Fault, we observe the superposition of sediments from the Kalimantsi Formation (coarse conglomerates followed by breccias) over Sandanski Formation (coal, silt, sand) in sub-sections A and E. These observations are in agreement with the superposition of the Kalimantsi Formation over Sandanski Formation as supposed by Zagorchev and Dinkova (1990) and Zagorchev (2001). We further confirm the existence of the Red Bed Member (Kojumdgieva et al., 1982), which corresponds to our Orange Interval and the lower part of our Reddish Coarse Fanglomeratic Interval between stratigraphic meters 13 and 102 in sub-section C. In contrast, we cannot confirm the Ilindentsi Member as a stratified unit. Instead, we interpret this marble mega-breccia around the village of Ilindentsi, similar to the situation at the Melnik Fault (Fig. 11), as a syntectonic fault-scarp succession (as also implied by Zagorchev, 1992) of a yet unnamed fault (here: Ilindentsi Fault) in the northern part of the basin between the villages Ilindentsi and Ploski (Fig. 1).

The syntectonic fault-scarp successions along the Melnik and the Ilindentsi faults are composed of huge-clast breccias with catchment-specific components of eroded footwall basement (Fig. 11). Similar granitic or marble mega-breccias are reported from the Serres and Sildroksastro basins, northeastern part of the greater Strymon Basin (e.g. v. Freyberg, 1951; Armour-Brown et al., 1979; Mariolakos et al., 2004, Pimpirev and Beratis, 2010). They are universally interpreted as stratified layers and represent important tie-points in the definitions of lithostratigraphic units, especially the Lefkon ‘formation’ in the Serres Basin (Armour-Brown et al., 1979; Pimpirev and Beratis, 2010). Our results raise serious doubts about the suitability of mega-breccias for lithostratigraphic subdivision, and we suspect they may just as well represent syntectonic fault-scarp successions. The use of breccias as stratigraphic marker horizons creates problems in the correlation of mammalian localities (Armour-Brown et al., 1979; de Brujin, 1989) and may be responsible for the still controversial stratigraphic and chronologic position of the important locality Maramena (Popov and Neveskaya, 2000). Further fieldwork is needed to emend the stratigraphy of the greater Strymon Basin.

5.3. Age model for the Kalimantsi Formation and tectonic implications

The Gorna Sushitsa gorge exposes within a nearly 500 m thick section the entire Kalimantsi Formation straddling the Melnik Fault (Fig. 11). Our magnetostratigraphy indicates that this section was deposited within 2 myrs, between 8.5 Ma and 6.5 Ma (Fig. 10). Sedimentation rates calculated from completely recorded magnetic chron of sub-sections A to E vary between 14 and 41 cm/kyr. We date the base of the Kalimantsi Formation to 8.2 Ma and its top (at the hanging-wall cutoff line of the Gorno Spanchevo detachment) to ~6.5 Ma by extrapolation with sedimentation rates from top of sub-section C (29 cm/kyr). Furthermore, we can date the Red Bed Member to between 7.49 and 7.17 Ma, and the youngest reddish horizon in sub-section F to 6.85–6.8 Ma.

Based on this age model we are able to estimate the slip at Melnik Fault: Total fault slip during the last 600 kmrs of activity (7.5 Ma – top chron C4n.1n to 6.9 Ma – cessation of slip) is estimated to 260 ± 10 m, indicating slip rate of 0.43 mm/yr (43 cm/kyr), which is similar to typical long-term slip rates on normal faults (Ravnås and Steel, 1998; Pérouse and Wernicke, 2017). The average slip rate is higher than maximum sedimentation rate, implying the development of a substantial fault scarp during times of Melnik Fault activity (Doglioni et al., 1998). Development of a fault scarp is further supported by the facies variation between sub-section C in the footwall and sub-section E in the hanging-wall.

Our sedimentary logs confirm cyclicity of the Kalimantsi Formation as proposed by Kojumdgieva et al. (1982). The fining-upward to coarsening-upward lithosome (Greyish Interval to Reddish Coarse Fanglomeratic Interval) corresponds to the model suggested for lacustrine synrift successions (Ravnås and Steel, 1998). Accordingly, the Greyish and Bluish Intervals are related to the early stage of rifting, the Orange Interval corresponds to the climax stage, and the lower part of the Reddish Coarse Fanglomeratic Interval to the late stage of rifting. The fining-upward trend observed in the upper Fanglomeratic Interval represents the post-rift stage of tectonic quiescence, confirmed by the horizontal bedding of these youngest deposits. The early rift stage lasts from > 8.5 to 7.5 Ma, the climax stage of fault activity and related subsidence from 7.5 to 7.3 Ma, and the late rift stage from 7.3 to ~6.9 Ma. At 6.9 Ma the slip on Melnik Fault and Gorno Spanchevo detachment ceased and deposition of the 180 m thick post rift stage lasts until ~6.5 Ma. Our results suggest, in accordance with Kojumdgieva et al. (1982), that the Sandanski Basin infill may represent multiple (two) synrift phases (sensu Ravnås and Steel, 1998, fig. 17). The older phase corresponds to the Delcevo Formation, with the coal-bearing Sandanski Formation as tectonic quiescence package, whereas the younger phase represents the Kalimantsi Formation.

The lack of vertical axis rotation in the palaeomagnetic data from the Kalimantsi Formation (Fig. 7c) suggests that the bulk of extensional exhumation of the SRCC occurred before 8 Ma, during the first two stages of Cenozoic extension from Oligocene till middle Miocene as proposed by Stübben et al. (2016). The late Miocene activation of the West Pirin and Melnik faults have only insignificant contributions to the extension of the northern Aegean region (van Hinsbergen and Schmid, 2012). The end of tectonic activity in the Sandanski Basin at 6.9 Ma is furthermore significantly older than the previously proposed ages within the Pliocene or Quaternary (see Fig. 1). The minor steep faults observed in the Bluish Interval, as well as the similar steeply dipping sparry calcite veins in palaeosols of sub-sections A and E may correspond to short-term Quaternary re-activation of the Melnik Fault, as suggested by Stübben et al. (2016) based on topographic analysis of river channel profiles. This minor and probably short-term re-activation may have also initiated re-sedimentation of fault scarp sediments (‘mega-breccia’) as observed on top of sub-section A (Fig. 3e).

5.4. Biochronologic implications

Based on our age model, we can precisely date the 14 mammal levels found in the Gorna Sushitsa gorge (Table 2), which span a one million year interval within the Torrtonian (between 8.3 Ma, mid-Torrtonian and 7.3 Ma, latest Torrtonian). The precision of the late Torrtonian levels is based on the assumption of constant sedimentation rate within the magnetozones that are correlated to chron C3Br.2r and C3Br.2n.
Fig. 8. Magnetostratigraphic results for the three parts of the Gorna Sushitsa section, shown as the declination (horizontal magnetization component), inclination (vertical magnetization component) and the specific magnetic susceptibility (magnetization potential of the material).
This part of the section is predominantly discussed in subsection C in Gorna Sushitsa gorge. The dominant modes were fitted with a normal distribution in μ-units with mean (xmod) and standard-deviation (σ). Variance of each EM is expressed relative to the total explained variance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EM</th>
<th>Particle size class</th>
<th>Dominant modes</th>
<th>Var. Expl. [% of Tot]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>xmod [μm]</td>
<td>σ [μm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>medium silt</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>1.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>very fine sand</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>3.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>coarse sand</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A change in the stage of evolution of the carnivores *Adcrocuta eximia* and *Paramachaerodus orientalis* (Spassov et al., in press) between faunal level GS2 (7.44 Ma) and the stratigraphically higher level GS3 (7.41 Ma) is remarkable and may be interpreted to represent the early- to middle Turolian transition. If true, this boundary can be placed at 7.42 Ma (lower part of C3Br.2r), which is younger than proposed by Agusti et al. (2001) and Van Dam (2001) (within chron C4n.1n, 7.58 Ma), or Kostopoulos et al. (2003) (boundary C3B/C4n, 7.64 Ma).

A Middle Turolian fauna composition, very much comparable to the classical Pikermi, appears between 7.41 and 7.31 Ma (faunal level GS3, 7, 9 up to level GS16). The Pikermian middle Turolian fauna is characterized by the dominance of hipparionine horses (*Hippotherium brachypus, Cremohipparion mediterraneum*), gazelles, spiral-horned bovid and bosephalins (*Gazella, Protragelaphus, Prostrepsiceros, Tragopportax amalthea*), the co-occurrence of at least two giraffid (*Palaeotragus rouenii, Bohlinia attica*) and two rhino species (*Ceratherium neuamuri, Diholos pikermiensis*) with the colobine monkey (*Mesopithecus penelicus* s.str.), and the advanced evolutionary stages of the hyena and the felid *Adcrocuta eximia* and *Paramachaerodus orientalis* (Spassov et al., 2004; Geraads et al., 2006, 2011; Geraads and Spassov, 2009; Koufos, 2009; Roussiakis, 2009; Theodorou et al., 2010; Kostopoulos and Bernor, 2011; Spassov et al., in press). In Pikermi, these associations are found until 7.27 Ma (Böhme et al., 2017), indicating that the Pikermian type fauna has a short duration of 150 kyrs only. A significant faunal turnover at the Tortonian-Messinian boundary brings new immigrants (e.g. the elephantid *Anancus*, the bosephalid *Tragopportax macedonis*, the potential hominin *Graecopithecus freybergi*) into the Balkans, referred as the post-Pikermi fauna (Spassov et al., 2012; Böhme et al., 2017).

Our results also allow geochronologic assessment of the important SW-Bulgarian faunas of Kalimantsi (Sandanski Basin) and Hadjidimovo (Mesta Basin), both localities without stratigraphic control. Based on the stage-in-evolution of their large mammals (Spassov, 2002; Spassov et al., 2006; Li and Spassov, 2017) Hadjidimovo and Kalimantsi 1 should be older than 7.44 Ma, whereas the localities Kalimantsi 2 and Kalimantsi 4 can be correlated to the middle Turolian, in the time interval 7.42–7.27 Ma.

### 5.5. Palaeoenvironment during the deposition of the Kalimantsi formation

The presence of a significant fault scarp during synrift deposition...
along the Melnik Fault implies different palaeoenvironments in its hanging wall and footwall. On the footwall, where the Pikermian mammal accumulations occur, slopes are steeper and experienced faster runoff with well-drained but poorly developed soils. The dominance of fanglomerates and the lack of larger rhizoliths may indicate relatively open environments (scrublands), consistent with the occurrence of the soil bee ichnofossil *Celliforma*, characterizing well-drained soils under low vegetation cover (Genise et al., 2010; Cardonatto et al., 2016). In

![Fig. 10. Correlation of the three parts of the composite section to the Global Polarity Time Scale (GPTS 2012). Sections A and E are separated from sections B,C,F by the tectonic breccia representing the Melnik Fault. Solid correlation lines indicate position of magnetic reversals, dashed lines the approximate correlation of the base of the sections.](image1)

![Fig. 11. Southwest-northeast transect through the Gorna Sushitsa gorge (see Fig. 2) showing the sedimentary units, the syntectonic megabreccia of the Melnik Fault and the onlap of deposits on the Gorno Spanchevo detachment.](image2)
contrast, in the hanging wall slopes are flatter and run-off is less erosive. This latter environment was more stable, which becomes apparent by well-developed palaeosols (Fig. 3e), the preservation of thin ash-layers, and minor contributions of fanglomerates, relative to the footwall. Large rhizoliths are similarly absent indicating open environment as well. These observations fit very well with the large mammals of Pikermian type observed in sub-section C (see above, and Spassov, 2002; Spassov et al., 2006 for detailed faunal analysis and interpretations).

5.6. Palaeoclimate

The lithological composition and the mode of sediment deposition can be interpreted in terms of local and supra-regional climatic developments (Fig. 12). The upper part of Sandanski Formation is characterized by organic-rich coaly horizons, representing lacustrine-to-marsh facies, and fine-to-coarse grained fluvial sediments with greenish-greyish overbank deposits (Fig. 3d, g). This pattern reflects moderately humid conditions from 8.5 to 8.2 Ma. At the onset of the Kalimantsi Formation at 8.2 Ma the climate is dryer, reflected by well-oxygenized overbank sediments with rubified upper soil horizons (Fig. 3e, f). Relatively dry climate prevails during the Greyish Interval, with rubified soils in sub-section B and unsorted sub-angular debris in sub-section C, up to 7.8 Ma (at stratigraphic meter – 56 in sub-section C). The following Bluish Interval indicates reduced oxygenation of overbank sediments, interpreted as increase in humidity. Humidity is high during the upper part of Bluish Interval between 7.74 Ma and 7.56 Ma (stratigraphic meters – 47 to – 26 in sub-section C), as reflected by the dominance of conglomerates over fanglomerates. The Transitional Interval (7.56–7.49 Ma) shows an increase in unsorted breccia-conglomerates, which indicate a transition towards arid climate. Aridization starts with the beginning of the Orange Interval at 7.49 Ma, indicated by beginning predominance of fanglomerate layers and cessation of fluvial conglomerates (last conglomerate at 7.365 Ma at stratigraphic meter 36 in sub-section C). The interpretation of local climate developments in younger parts of the section is obscured by the dominance of breccias during the late rift stage and the proximal position of sub-section F to the Gorno Spanchevo detachment.

Information on supra-regional climate trends can be gained by analyzing potential contributions of aeolian dust admixture. As revealed by Böhme et al. (2017), the latest Tortonian to early Messinian (7.4 to 6.9 Ma) was a time of intense dust production over Northern Africa, and significant reddish peri-desert loess deposits accumulate at the northern fringe of the Western and Eastern Mediterranean. Earliest Messinian dust deposition reaches northward at least to 42° latitude in the Upper Thrace Basin, where dust represents an important component of palaeosols of the Ahmatovo Formation in Azmaka (Böhme et al., 2017).

Information on supra-regional climate trends can be gained by analyzing potential contributions of aeolian dust admixture. As revealed by Böhme et al. (2017), the latest Tortonian to early Messinian (7.4 to 6.9 Ma) was a time of intense dust production over Northern Africa, and significant reddish peri-desert loess deposits accumulate at the northern fringe of the Western and Eastern Mediterranean. Earliest Messinian dust deposition reaches northward at least to 42° latitude in the Upper Thrace Basin, where dust represents an important component of palaeosols of the Ahmatovo Formation in Azmaka (Böhme et al., 2017).

Table 2

Magnetostatigraphic dating (GPTS2012) of mammalian levels in the Gorna Sushitsa gorge and comparison with dated mammal levels from Pikermi (Böhme et al., 2017).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gorna Sushitsa</th>
<th>Age (Ma)</th>
<th>Pikermi</th>
<th>Age (Ma)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GS 16</td>
<td>7.31</td>
<td>PV1</td>
<td>7.28 - 7.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS 15</td>
<td>7.315</td>
<td>PV3 upper levels</td>
<td>7.31 - 7.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS 1</td>
<td>7.32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS 14</td>
<td>7.33</td>
<td>PV3 lower level</td>
<td>7.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS 11</td>
<td>7.355</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS 8, 10</td>
<td>7.36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS 4</td>
<td>7.38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS 3, 7, 9</td>
<td>7.41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS 2</td>
<td>7.44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS 12</td>
<td>7.46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS 13</td>
<td>7.47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB 9</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB 1</td>
<td>8.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB 2</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Alkenon-based Mediterranean Sea Surface Temperature (Tzanova et al. 2015)

Fig. 12. Tortonian-Messinian climate and Turolian mammals in the Balkan Peninsula. Synopsis of a) global (alkenone-based Mediterranean Sea Surface Temperature, SST, Tzanova et al., 2015), b) local (sedimentary facies of Kalimantsi Formation), c + d) regional (c – humidity trend Sandanski Basin; d – mammal chronologic subdivision in the Balkans), and e) supra-regional (yellow - Sahara-born dust deposition in Europe; orange – climax of earliest Messinian Sahara desertification according to Böhme et al., 2017) events during the late Tortonian and early Messinian. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
In Gorna Sushitsa, the medium-silt dominated end-member in the grain-size distribution (EM1gs, dominant mode 16.7 \mu m) comprises both aeolian end-members of the contemporary Pikermi Formation in Attica (dominant mode EM1p 7.9 \mu m, EM2p 27.4 \mu m), suggesting that EM1 in Gorna Sushitsa originates from Sahara dust as well (Fig. 9b). Based on our age model we display the dust related fine- to medium-size silt content (Vandenbergehe, 2013) of the Orange Interval in chronologic frame (Fig. 9c). Between 7.44 and 7.36 Ma silt content shows high amplitude fluctuations at high frequency at about precession scales. The match to the orbital target curve is not perfect, because our dust samples have a mean temporal resolution of only 6.5 kyrs during C3Br.2r, and our age model assumes constant rates of sedimentation (41 cm/kyr during chron C3Br.2r), which is rather unrealistic at shorter time scales of few thousand years. Furthermore, a short time-lag between insolation minima and onset of dust deposition seems possible.

Nevertheless, maxima and minima of silt accumulation correlate well with minima, respectively maxima of northern 65° summer insolation. Larrasoña et al. (2003) have documented the same phase relation in Plio-Pleistocene marine dust records from the Eastern Mediterranean and relate dust minima to northward penetration of the African summer monsoon front during insolation maxima. Accordingly, we interpret high fine- to medium-silt content during the Orange Interval, especially the maxima at 7.422, 7.395, and 7.375 Ma as periods of enhanced Saharan dust accumulation. This extends onset of the late Tortonian dust record from Pikermi in Attica (limited there by outcrop conditions to 7.37 Ma) by 50 kyrs. The grain-size based dust signal is obscured in the upper part of the Orange Interval and in the reddish Coarse Fanglomeratic Interval due to rift-related successive coarsening of sediments (see above). However, the characteristic ~2 m thick reddish horizons (Fig. 4 b, d) occur in sub-section F up to stratigraphic meter 190, suggesting recurrent dust deposition until 6.85–6.8 Ma. This upper end of dust deposition matches the youngest dust record from Attica (top of Rafina Formation) dated to 6.9 Ma (Böhme et al., 2017).

Whereas the northern fringe of the Mediterranean Sea experienced massive loess deposition (e.g. at Pikermi and Pyrgos Vassilissis in Attica, Greece; at Mont Luberon in Vaucluse, France; Böhme et al., 2017), dust in the more central parts of the Balkan Peninsula (Sandanski Basin, Upper Thrace Basin) provides only a silty admixture to soil systems. This observed Miocene pattern matches well the present-day European dustfall regions as defined by Stuut et al. (2009).

Recently, Palcu et al. (2018) propose palaeo-humidity trends for the Eastern Paratethys based on magnetostratigraphic dating of Khorsonian and Maeotian sediments and inferred lake level fluctuations in the Dacian Basin. They date the Eastern Paratethyan lake level low-stand during the late Khorsonian (Kojumdgieva, 1983), and hence the dry Khorsonian conditions, to 8.6–7.65 Ma. The Maeotian transgression is found to be diachronous in the Dacian Basin between 7.65 and 7.4 Ma. Palcu et al. (2018) explain this stepwise flooding of marginal basins by a change to positive water balance, and hence humid conditions, in the Paratethys region. This interpretation is partly supported by our data. The younger humid period in our Sandanski record lasted from 7.8 to 7.49 Ma (Bluish and Transitional Intervals), with peak humidity from 7.74–7.56 Ma (Fig. 12). This period can potentially be responsible for the shift of the Paratethyan water budget leading to the Maeotian transgression. Our data further suggest that the late Khorsonian dry period (8.6–7.65 Ma, Palcu et al., 2018) contains an interval of reduced aridity between 8.5 and 8.2 Ma (upper part of Sandanski Formation). Most importantly, our Sandanski record reveals a trend of increasing aridity after 7.49 Ma, which seems not reflected in the Dacian Basin lake level record.

5.7. The Pikermian event and global climate changes during the latest Tortonian

A proposed middle Tortonian transgression of the Mediterranean into northern Greece and hence the formation of the Aegean Sea is critical in the biogeographic model explaining the Pikermian Event (Kostopolous, 2009). Von Freyberg (1951), who described a band of reef-corals associated with normal marine bivalves directly northeast of Serres (Strimion Basin), first recognized late Miocene marine transgression from the Mediterranean into the north Aegean realm. This bed has later been included into the Dafni Formation by Gramann and Kockel (1969). The top of the marine Dafni Formation is dated by U–Pb geochronology on zircons from an ash layer at the base of the overlying brackish (Paratethyan) Choumnikon Formation to 6.1 Ma (Grossi et al., 2015), which compares to magnetostratigraphic dating of this transition to 6.3 Ma (Snel et al., 2006). The base of the Dafni Formation, the transgression itself, is less clear. Snel et al. (2006) propose an early Messinian transgression based on calcareous nanoplankton of zone NN11b from sediments correlating to chron C3An.2n. We therefore conclude that there is no evidence for a Tortonian transgression in this area and that the Aegean Sea, as a significant biogeographic barrier between the southern Balkans and Anatolia, was established just during the early Messinian.

The reasons for the increased early Turolian mammal faunal inhomogeneity between the Balkan and Anatolia should therefore have different reasons. The observed homogenization of the Balkan and Anatolian faunas (the Pikermian Event of Kostopolous, 2009) may instead be provoked by global climate change (Fig. 12). The temporal window of the Pikermian fauna (7.42 and 7.27 Ma) is characterized by the first glaciations of southern Greenland (St. John and Krissek, 2002) and cooling of the Southern Ocean water masses (Billups, 2002), leading also to significant mid-latitudinal oceanic cooling (Herbert et al., 2017). Sea-surface temperatures in the Mediterranean (Tranova et al., 2015) drop stepwise up to 9 °C (Fig. 12), and desertification of North Africa and probably Arabia (Böhme et al., 2017) may have triggered mammalian dispersal from the eastern Mediterranean (Anatolia, Iran) towards the West, where suitable habitats persisted for the savannah-like large mammal association, despite an increasingly dry Balkan area (Fig. 12).

6. Conclusions

The Sandanski Basin infill (third Cenozoic extension of Stübben et al., 2016) represents two stacking synrift phases. The older phase correspond to the Delcevo Formation, which is still magnetostratigraphically undated. The coal-bearing Sandanski Formation represents the tectonic quiescence package, whereas the younger synrift phase, including the post-rifting deposits, is identified as the Kalimantsi Formation. In the 500 m thick sedimentary sequence of the Gorna Sushitsa gorge, we observe superposition of Sandanski and Kalimantsi formations. Palaeomagnetic and biochronologic investigation enables a straightforward magnetostratigraphic correlation to the Late Miocene chron C4r.2r to C3Ar of the Global Polarity Timescale. The duration of sedimentation of the studied sections is 2 myrs, between 8.5 and 6.5 Ma (late Tortonian to early Messinian). The transition of the Sandanski to Kalimantsi Formation is dated at 8.2 Ma and post-rifting deposits of Kalimantsi Formation to between 6.9 and 6.5 Ma. The younger synrift phase (8.2–6.9 Ma) shows high subsidence rates during the latest Tortonian. Post-rifting deposition starts with the cessation of slip on Melnik and Gorno Spanchevo Faults at 6.9 Ma, probably caused by a switch from regional E–W to N–S extension between 7 and 6.5 Ma. Only the Melnik Fault was briefly re-activated during the Quaternary. The average slip rate at Melnik Fault is found to be higher than maximum sedimentation rates, inducing the development of a substantial fault scarps during the younger synrift phase. Syntectonic fault-scarp succession appears on major intra-basinal faults (Melnik Fault, llindentsi
Fault) and create mega-breccias composed of local lithologies from the catchment. Such mega-breccias are unsuitable for lithostratigraphic subdivision in the Sandanski basin and their use in the nearby greater Strymon Basin has to be reconsidered.

Sedimentary and faunal characteristics indicate significant climatic fluctuations, especially with respect to humidity. Moderate humid conditions prevail 8.5–8.2 Ma, followed by relatively dry period from 8.2 to 7.8 Ma. We reconstruct a second humid interval from 7.74–7.56 Ma and subsequent significant aridization. This second humid interval may be responsible for a switch in the water budget of the late Khersonian Paratethys lake, causing a step-wise Maetopon transgression as proposed by Palcu et al. (2018). Supra-regional aridization is indicated in our Sandanski record by the onset of reddish silt deposition at 7.42 Ma, interpreted as Sahara-borne aeolian dust deposition as described from contemporary northern Mediterranean deposits. Amplitude variations of fine and medium silt content suggest that Sahara dust production is orbital driven. Its deposition in the Sandanski Basin can be traced for at least 600 kyrs, from 7.42 to 6.85–6.8 Ma. This late Tortonian climate change leads to considerable environmental and faunal change in the Eastern Mediterranean and beyond (e.g. Liu et al., 2016). Open environment prevails during the studied interval, and between faunal levels GS2 (7.44 Ma) and level GS3, 7, 9 (7.41 Ma) we observe changes in state of evolution of certain carnivore species (Adcrocuta eximia, Paramachaerodus orientalis). The strong faunal homogenization in the Balkans and Anatolia during the Pikermian times (described as the ‘Pikermian Event’ by Kostopolous, 2009) are according to our data rather driven by global cooling and mid-latitudean desertification, than by palaeogeographic changes. We date the Pikermian type fauna in Bulgaria and Greece to between 7.42 and 7.27 Ma, indicating that this traditional middle Turolian association is of short duration (150 kyrs) only.
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